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Details of Visit:

Author: Conwy
Location 2: Chelsea Sw3
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 18 Feb 2013 13:00
Duration of Visit: 2
Amount Paid: 330
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Hot And Sexy Valery
Website: http://www.hotescortvalery.com
Phone: 07747164331

The Premises:

We met at Valery's flat in a well-known block. It is in a very safe and up-market area.

The review below covers five meetings, leading up to the one on 18th February.

The Lady:

Valery is exceptionally tall, slender, fit and with a full, natural, bust.

The Story:

I first booked Valery, for two hours, through an agency, which described her in her profile as 5ft 9ins
tall. I had asked the agency to check if Valery was happy to see much older clients and was
infomed that they had checked with Valery and they confirmed that she was.

So, when I first met Valery at her former Belgravia flat I thought "Wow, she is tall!" as her true height
is 6ft 1in. Then I asked her if the agency had passed on my question about older clients and they
had not.

So, from an unpromising beginning I opened the wine which I had taken and we began to talk. As
we got to know each other I soon learned that Valery is a great conversationalist as well as very
intelligent and we were well nto our appointment when I asked her permission to kiss her. I saw her
"amused Mona Lisa smile" as she said "Of course." Some really tender kissing led to Valery
suggesting that it was high time that we moved to a comfortable position on her bed. That was
when I experienced the Valery GFE that her growing band of admirers were saying such great
things about in her reviews.

Naturally, I booked to see her again, although being aware that she was soon to retire. Valery was
kind enough to delay a family commitment so that she could see me for two hours again. This
confirmed my impression of Valery's sweet nature. I was so impressed with my previous GFE that I
did not consider anything other than a repeat, which is what happened.
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Having reconciled myself to not being able to book Valery again I had a last-minute opportunity to
arrange an appointment a couple of days before she left London and Valery was again very
accommodating in varying her schedule to be able to see me for two hours. This was quite a
romantic farewell GFE and as we parted I really was wishing her all the best with her future life,
expecting never to see Valery again.

Then, in January, she reappeared on the agency site with a new portfolio of pictures. I booked her
for two hours immediately, so that I was her first client upon her return. Of course, there was much
to catch up with but I discovered that her skills had not suffered in any way in the almost six months
of her absence. However, I did learn that Valery intended to take more control of her booking
process and was planning to list as an independent through the Cherry Girls site.

So it was that my next appointment with Valery was booked directly, as an indpependent escort. I
found out that Valery prefers ros? wine to my previous choices and I also took the opportunity to
reflect upon Valery's 2013 portfolio of pictures. It dawned upon me that I had been so enjoying my
time with Valery that I had completely neglected what should have been blindingly obvious: that
Valery has the most extraordinary pair of legs of any lady I have ever met. This had not escaped the
notice of one of my other good lady friends, who used the "Wow" word to describe Valery's figure.
{We were playing our "girls we both fancy" game st the time}. I therefore resolved at this meeting to
remedy this oversight and to take the opportunity to enjoy Valery in her completeness, rather than
my previous habit of merely enjoying feeling her wrapped all around me during our sessions on her
bed. So, when we moved to her bed much sooner in our meeting than we usually had I asked
Valery to lie face down so that I could properly appreciate her legs, back and derri?re.

This was the point at which I was rather shocked to discover that sweet, gentle, Valerie has the
underlying physique of a true athlete. Her lower back muscles, her bum and legs are so toned that
the description of "magnificent" seems quite appropriate. It feels a bit like discovering that the girl
who I thought I knew has the alter ego of Lara Croft. This begs the question of what impact this
discovery will have upon our future encounters. Ot this point I can only be certain of one thing: that
it is going to be enormously enjoyable finding out!

I suppose that I must thank the original agency for incorrectly listing Valery's height, otherwise this
report would not have been written.
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